Ipad 2 internal parts diagram

Broken iPad? Need Help? You've found the right place. Whether your looking for instructions
and replacement parts for repairing your iPad yourself, or looking for someone to do the job for
you, we can help! Liquid Damaged iPad? If we can't fix it, you don't pay! The iPad is Apple's
attempt to capture the market in between the smartphone and the laptop. It is Apple's first
venture into the realm of the tablet computer. With a 9. This series of videos shows you how to
disassemble and perform iPad repair on the various models. Not up to self Repair? We can
repair it for you. Shipping is free, and we'll even send you a box. For more info, visit our Repair
Center. You can also call us for an estimate or to schedule a repair at For over 15 years,
Powerbook Medic has been providing parts, repair, and service for a variety of gadgets. In that
time, over , orders have left our facility for US and international destinations to help save old
devices from the landfill and bring them back to working condition. There's no App for that but
we can fix it Call us today at Send-In iPad Repair Service. Stay signed in. Recent Blog Posts. We
are an online company and do not offer part sales or repair services for walk-in customers. All
form fields are required. Parts Order Repair Order. Order Number. Zip Code. Email Address.
Cancel Check your order status. Product Compare 0. If you have d.. Apple iPad 2 16GB WiFi rear
panel back cover case assembly which includes the black plastic apple logo. If you have dama..
Apple iPad 2 32GB WiFi rear panel back cover case assembly which includes the black plastic
apple logo. Apple iPad 2 64GB WiFi rear panel back cover case assembly which includes the
black plastic apple logo. Rear camera and button control board for the iPad 2 WiFi Version , if
your rear camera or power button or volume button.. Rear camera and button control board for
the iPad 2 3G Version , if your rear camera or power button or volume buttons.. If you have
problems with the audio jack on your iPad 2, the headphone jack has snapped and damaged the
internal part or.. If you have ordered a replacement touchscreen for your iPad 2 and are unsure
how to secure it onto the frame then look n.. Buy an iPad 2 battery, high quality original iPad 2
battery. If your iPad 2 is no longer holding the charge as it used t.. If the buttons on the edge of
the casing on your iPad 2 are worn, broken or damaged then this a complete replacement set..
Apple iPad 2 complete screw set. If you have worked on your iPad 2 you know how easy it is to
loose these small screws. This iPad 2 dock connector is the part you need if you have broken
the dock connector on your iPad 2. This is the replac.. Does the front camera on your iPad 2 no
longer take pictures, takes fuzzy pictures or shows artifacts on the iPad screen.. A replacement
flexible ribbon connector cable this part links the iPad 2 LCD screen to the iPad 2 logic board,
this cabl.. These are brand new iPad 2 volume and power button internal covers for the version
A power and volume button fl.. If you are having trouble with the microphone on your iPad 2, the
iPad 2 microphone flex cable might be where the fault.. Does the backlight no longer work on
your iPad 2? If so you will need to replace the following components, included in o.. Sort By:.
Add to Cart. Apple is a well-known company that has been enjoying customers with various
high-quality appliances for many years. Let's try to understand the main features of Apple's
technique. It's no secret that a large percentage of people prefer the company "Apple" because
of the brand. In modern society, the presence of technology of this company gives a certain
social status. Many still choose the "Apple" products due to quality. The equipment of this
brand is high-quality, reliable and stylish, which is quite important. But like any other technique,
Apple's technology can also break. The most common problems are the following: broken
glass, the screen or button does not work, or simply the technique does not turn on. All these
failures are often remediable, the main thing is to find a good master. In Moscow, the best
service center for the repair of Apple's equipment is the "Apple man". Go to the site appleman.
The company does not save on the safety and quality of its products, which, undoubtedly, is a
big plus. The life of the Apple hardware, with careful handling, is almost unlimited. Any fan of
Apple will be able to pick up a gadget for every taste and color. The design of every detail is
thought through to the smallest detail. The products of this company allow to automatically
save backups, provide for cloud storage of data and synchronization of work on all devices of
this brand. Also it should be noted that Apple is the only company that has developed its own
operating system, IOS. Not many brands can boast of such successes. At the end of the review
of the features of the technology of the company "Apple" it is possible to say with certainty that
the price of the brand's products corresponds to the quality. Proof of this is the great demand
for technology with the famous apple logo. The lifespan of the iPhone and iPad - how many
years will they work? Location of Apple Watch items. Quality or brand? Apple iPhone 10
processor board top view Repair with confidence! All of our replacement parts are tested to
rigorous standards and backed by our industry-leading warranty. Replace the adhesive gasket
that holds the home button face onto the back of the front panel glass compatible with an iPad
5, iPad 6, iPad Air 2, or iPad mini 4. Part Battery model A Charge or sync lightning port equipped
portable Apple devices. Replace the custom cut adhesive film that secures the front panel to the
case compatible with the A model 2nd Generation iPad Air Wi-Fi model tablet. Part A. PlierTek

Pliers are the easiest fastest way to fix bent iPhone and iPad corners and sidewalls. This metal
bracket holds the home button assembly in place on the inside of the front panel. Fix focusing
or sensor issues. Replace a damaged or torn cable connecting the internal power button switch,
one microphone, and one ambient light sensor to the logic board in an iPad Air 2. The iPad Air 2
can be identified by the model number printed on the bottom of the rear case, A for the Wi-Fi
only model and A for the cellular model. The most common iPad Air 2 repairs are replacing a
cracked screen or a dead battery. The iPad Air 2 front glass panel is held to the aluminum case
with strips of adhesive. Once the device is opened, this adhesive will need to be replaced. Our
iPad Air 2 repair kits include the needed adhesive. Once you've bought your parts and tools,
check out iFixit's iPad Air 2 repair guides for step-by-step instructions on how to make the fix.
The iPad Air 2 earned a 2 out of 10 in iFixit's repairability assessment. Watch the Teardown
Review for more:. Fix Your Stuff. Parts iPad iPad Air 2. Grab a toolkit for your iPad Air 2 model
and fix your broken tablet! Don't know your model? ID Your iPad. Browse parts by model.
Refine Results by category. Learn More. Choose your model of iPad Air 2 : Wi-Fi 24 parts. Next
Showing products 1 - 10 of If you would like to leave a comment about the video, please type in
your name and comment below. For over 15 years, Powerbook Medic has been providing parts,
repair, and service for a variety of gadgets. In that time, over , orders have left our facility for US
and international destinations to help save old devices from the landfill and bring them back to
working condition. Home Repair Guides iPad 2 Teardown. This is the same-day teardown video
of the iPad 2. Parts Tools. Comments Add a comment. Post Comment. Stay signed in. Recent
Blog Posts. We are an online company and do not offer part sales or repair services for walk-in
customers. All form fields are required. Parts Order Repair Order. Order Number. Zip Code.
Email Address. Cancel Check your order status. Same here I need to swap the old data to the
new one 4 years ago. I need to get my old date off of my old broken none booting ipad and
transfer it to my new Ipad so can this be done. Marina 4 years ago. I have a ipad 2 that died. I am
wondering, is there a way to recover the data on the hard drive? Or is that not possible yet? I
have it disassembled, the logic board is out - where is the hd? I couldn't tell. Victor 6 years ago.
My iPad 2 screen is green, I swapped lcd with one working ok on another iPad, the same
problem,wil it be a logic board failure? If it is can I install an OEM logic board? Craig 7 years
ago. Can I use a wifi digitizer to replace a cracked 3G screen. If so why does the ipad I have
done this to not powered up. Powerbook Medic 7 years ago. Erin 7 years ago. Is it possible to
swap an iPad2 16gb motherboard for another iPad2 16gb motherboard? Will it work the same.
Jose 7 years ago. I have problem in find a logic board ipad 2 emc for my ipad 2 wifi only. Buy
these tools. We got our hands on Apple's newest tablet, the iPad 2 on March 11, Follow us on
Twitter to get all the latest updates. Check out MJ's video analysis of all the cool stuff we found
in the iPad 2! This teardown is not a repair guide. The iPad has come back to iFixit! And this
time, it has a 2 at the end of its name, hence the iPad 2! After a much awaited debut, the iPad 2
is expected to fill in the gaps left by the first generation iPad. A thickness comparison. You can
definitely see the tapered edge of the iPad 2 when it's side-by-side to the old version. With the
iPad's new tapered-edge form factor, big iPod Touch jokes are sure to run wild. Apple
summarized the changes in 6 short phrases. Smart Covers. The hour battery life is the same as
the original iPad, but it's impressive considering the device is also thinner, lighter and faster. A
new model number graces the iPad 2: A Thank you, Apple! That's much nicer of you than the
twenty-six billion iterations of MacBook Pros you called model A Apparently, the iPad 2 is not
as as the original iPad. The sole speaker grate can be found on the bottom-left of the back of the
iPad 2. We're not fans of mono , but stereo will have to wait until iPad 3. Unlike the original iPad
, it looks like we need the help of a handy dandy heat gun to remove the front panel. With the
adhesive loosened after a healthy dose of heat, we go to work on prying up the front panel with
a plastic opening tool. And just like that, it's open. No clips , just tons of glue. As much as we
hated trying to remove the clips in the original iPad, this much adhesive is even more of a pain.
Be ready to crack your front panel if you dare open it! We'll be investigating the best way to get
inside over the next few weeks. A few screws here and there hold down the LCD screen. Not a
problem for the iFixit's 54 piece bit driver kit. That's just a hair more than the original iPad's
Also listed on the battery is a capacity of mAh, which may appear to contradict the already
mentioned 25Wh at 3. An Apple device just wouldn't be complete without Multi-Touch. No
surprise there. The logic board comes out without a fuss after removing the Phillips screws
securing it to the case. They include:. It can be easily pried off its socket. Notable chips found
on the logic board click here for mega size :. Apple S - this looks like the Dialog Semi power
management chip found in last year's iPad - all of those inductors and capacitors surrounding it
are a clue. The A5 processor has manufacture dates of late January and mid-February
Production was clearly ramping up through the last minute. This looks like the Cirrus audio
codec Chipworks found in the Verizon iPhone, but they'll have to get it off the board to make

sure. The iPad 2 uses three massive Li-Ion cells to provide an impressive hours of battery life.
After removing a screw securing the front-facing camera assembly to the case and peeling off a
little more adhesive, the assembly can be removed. The front-facing camera assembly includes
the camera, headphone jack, and microphone. The speakers are very small, almost as though
they were added as an afterthought. Only standard Phillips screws were used -- no Pentalobular
or Tri-Wing funny-business. The front panel is now glued to the rest of the device, greatly
increasing the chances of cracking the glass when trying to remove it. The LCD has foam sticky
tape adhering it to the front panel, increasing chances of it being shattered during disassembly.
The battery is very securely stuck down to rear case, and you h
car repair website
eatx fuse
2006 ford focus manual window regulator
ave to remove the logic board to remove it. Historical note: We initially awarded the iPad 2 a 4
out of 10, but in the process of writing our repair manual realized that it was far more difficult to
repair than originally suspected. Badges: Really Apple? Thats just out right crazy. That's crazy!
You can get an ipad 2 nowadays for under which is about right for all the hardware inside it.
Yes, because the money they pay for the parts is clearly the only cost involved in the entire
manufacturing, distribution and marketing process. Fix Your Stuff. Tools Featured in this
Teardown Buy these tools. Introduction We got our hands on Apple's newest tablet, the iPad 2
on March 11, One comment. Add a comment. Add Comment Cancel. Step 2. Step 3. Step 4. Tool
used on this step:. Step 5. Step 6. Step 7. Step 8. Step 9. Step Author with 25 other contributors.
Walter Galan , Reputation 1, Guides authored. Load more comments. Single Step Full Guide.
Small - px Medium - px Large - px. View Statistics:.

